AID preferentially targets the top strand in nucleosome sequences.
AID initiates both somatic hypermutation (SHM) and class switch recombination (CSR) in Ig genes. AID-induced mutations are linked with transcription initiation and elongation. Transcription occurs in the context of chromatin and thus RNA PolII and AID need to deal with nucleosomes. Both nucleosome stability and positioning significantly influence the accessibility of AID to Ig genes and the SHM pattern. Interestingly, in the nucleosome, SHM process seems to have a preference for the top strand. To know whether the preferential targeting of SHM to the top strand is due to a post-AID event, we expressed an inhibitor of Uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG), Ugi, into DT40 cells containing the nucleosome positioning sequence (MP2) and compared the SHM pattern. We observed a similar preference to the top strand for the high-affinity nucleosome positioning sequence in UNG inhibited cells. Furthermore, to understand whether the primary sequence of nucleosome sequence is influencing preferential targeting, we introduced two copies of MP2 sequence in the reverse orientation (MP2R) into a variable Ig gene. We observed that the MP2R cells also demonstrated preferential targeting of the non-transcribed strand in nucleosome as compared to the transcribed strand, confirming that in nucleosome sequences AID has better access to Cs on the top strand. The preferential targeting of AID on the top strand suggests that RNA Pol-II stalls while it transcribes the stable nucleosomes, thus giving ample opportunity for the transcribed strand to form R-loops with the nascent RNA, thereby gives limited access to AID on the bottom strand.